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First-time Supply of 
Switch-point Rails to Railways 

he first consignment of 18 pairs of thick web asymmetric Tend-forged rails was flagged off on Jul 13 by CEO BSP Mr S 
Chandrasekaran. The commercial production of these 

facilities was earlier inaugurated by Chairman SAIL Mr CS Verma in 
January this year. It all started with a commitment to this effect 
made by SAIL to Railway Board, after which a forging unit was 
installed in BSP on a priority basis. The dispatch of the first 
consignment of these rails to Rail Vikas Nigam Limited, Tamluk, 

West Bengal marks the successful culmination of this 
commitment. These rails shall help Indian Railways to lay high 
speed, high strength and long life switches in their network. Indian 
Railways have projected a yearly demand of 10,000 tonnes of 
these switch rails. No producer in India makes these specialized 
rails and this is an import substitution item. This 
achievement is especially important as it shall help 
Railways in their plan to increase traffic load and speed.

Chairman�SAIL�Mr�CS�Verma�at�Bhilai�Rail�&�Structural�Mill�during�his�visit�to�the�plant�in�January�this�year
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COVER�STORY

BSP’s Rail and Structural Mill has constantly endeavoured to 
develop new value-added products for its esteemed customer, 
Indian Railways. The plant had earlier developed and successfully 
rolled thick web asymmetric rails. Exhibiting faith in its five-
decade old partnership with SAIL, Indian Railways entrusted the 

�TIMELINE

PSUs under Steel Ministry contribute
Rs. 5.5 crore for Uttarakhand Relief

CEO�BSP�Mr�S�Chandrasekaran�flagging�off�dispatch�of�the�first�
batch�of�thick�web�asymmetric�end-forged�rails�to�Indian�Railways

task of forging one end of these rails to enable its joining with 
stock rails.

On its part, Bhilai has once again successfully exhibited its 
eagerness to be a one-stop shop for all rail requirements of Indian 
Railways – the biggest customer of SAIL.

CEO�BSP�with�Rail�and�Structural�Mill�collective
on�the�special�occasion

he PSUs under the Ministry of Steel handed over Ta cheque of Rs. 5 crore to the Union Minister of 
Steel, Shri Beni Prasad Verma on Jul 25 towards 
Chief Minister’s Relief Fund, Uttarakhand, for the 
relief of those affected by cloud burst and extensive 
floods in the state. PSUs under the Ministry of Steel 
namely NMDC, SAIL, RINL and MOIL have 
contributed Rs. 2.5 crore, Rs. 1 crore, Rs. 0.75 crore 
and Rs. 0.75 crore respectively. The cheque was 
handed over in the presence of Secretary (Steel) 
Shri DRS Chaudhary, Chairman SAIL Mr CS Verma, 
Joint Secretaries of the Ministry and CMDs of other 
PSUs under the Ministry. Shri Sunnel Kumar Mutto, 
Chief Resident Commissioner of Uttarakhand, was 
present on the occasion to receive the cheque on 
behalf of the State Government. In addition to the 
above, KIOCL, another PSU under the Ministry of 
Steel contributed a total of Rs. 50 lakh comprising 
one day salary of KIOCL employees of Rs. 24 lakh 
and Rs. 26 lakh from its own funds. 

Hon'ble�Minister�of�Steel,�Shri�Beni�Prasad�Verma�handing�over�a�cheque�for�
relief�of�Uttarakhand�cloud�burst�and�flood�victims.
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SAIL�steel�production�up�by�6%�in�Q1�FY14

AIL has achieved the highest ever Q1 production of saleable steel at 3.2 million tonnes, up by 6% over corresponding period Slast year (CPLY). Production of value added steel touched the best ever Q1 mark, at 1.28 MT, a y-o-y growth of 4%. Efficiency 
of production also got a boost with specific energy consumption at 6.57 gcal/tcs, lower by 1% than CPLY, and BF productivity of 
1.57 t/m3/day, better by 2%. As for the month of June ’13, saleable steel production of 1.08 MT was higher by 7% compared to 
same month last year. 

MEP received new fillip during the quarter with the commissioning of new Coke Oven Battery No. 6 at RSP on Jun 1. The new 
Battery complex, built at a cost of Rs 1400 crore, has an annual capacity of 0.768 MT. Other projects under MEP which started 
production include new Sinter Plant and Coke Oven at RSP, Air Separation Unit of Oxygen Plant at Bhilai Steel Plant, Raw Materials 
Handling Plant, Coke Oven, Sinter Plant and Wire Rod Mill & RHF at IISCO Steel Plant. 

During April-June 2013, new projects worth around Rs 2700 crore commenced production, significant among them are the new 7-
meter tall battery-complex along with coke dry-cooling plant and the 2500-mm wide slab caster, both at RSP. With several other 
projects on the anvil, SAIL’s annual production capacity of hot metal is expected to grow to 19 MT by next fiscal from the current 
level of 14 MT.

SAIL�receives�dividend
�of�Rs�66.18�crore�from�NSPCL

TPC-SAIL Power Company Pvt Ltd N(NSPCL), a joint venture of two 
Maharatna companies, SAIL and NTPC 
Limited, paid a dividend of Rs. 66.18 crore 
each to both the shareholders. The SAIL 
dividend cheque was handed over to SAIL 
Chairman Mr CS Verma on Jul 16 by CEO, 
NSPCL, Mr KK Sharma in the presence of 
SAIL Directors and CFO, NSPCL.  

Ever since its inception in March 2001, 
NSPCL has been a continuous dividend-
paying company and for the year 2012-13, 
NSPCL has paid out dividend of Rs 132.36 
crore to the promoter companies which 
works out to 13.5% of equity capital. NSPCL 
recorded a total income of Rs 2582.90 crore 
during 2012-13 with highest ever net profit 
after tax at Rs 248.06 crore and total power 
generation for year stood at 6631.63 million 
units. Bhilai PP III secured 6th place among 
all the coal-based plants in the country 
during FY 2012-13. 

SAIL�Chairman�Mr�CS�Verma�receiving�the�dividend�cheque�for�Rs�66.18�crore�
from�CEO�NSPCL�Mr�KK�Sharma�(right)�and�CFO�Mr�SV�Shahi
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SHAPING�THE�FUTURE

aking another major leap towards completing RSP’s MEP, the Tnew slab caster installed in SMS-II was tested successfully on 
Jun 14. During the hot trial, 8 slabs were cast using a full ladle of 
steel, with all the systems running perfectly.

The new slab caster is of latest design with state-of-the-art 
technology and is equipped with modern features such as ladle to 
tundish slag detection system, vertical high speed mould with 
automatic width adjustment, hydraulic mould oscillator, automatic 
mould level controller, break-out prediction system, air mist spray 
cooling system, dynamic spray cooling system, continuous 

straightening etc. The unit is also laced with an automatic torch 
cutting machine, slab pusher cum piler arrangement, transverse 
torch cutting machines and level–II computerized process control 
system, to name a few.

It can cast slabs of width 1200 to 2500 mm with thickness of 220 mm, 
250 mm and 300 mm. This slab caster will supply raw material to the 
new 4.3 metre wide Plate Mill being installed as a part of the MEP. 
There are 7 points for bending and unbending, and the casting time of 
each slab is approximately 50 minutes. On an average 26 to 30 heats 
can be accommodated per day in this modern slab caster.

New�Slab�Caster�at�RSP

Employees�casting�memories�of�the�historical�moment�at
the�hot�trial�of�RSP's�new�slab�caster�in�SMS-II

The�first�batch�of�slab�being�cast�in�the�new�caster

oncreting of foundation F 16 in SMS-III of Bhilai has Cbeen completed in a record time of five days. Around 
300 workers toiled round the clock to make the foundation 
ready for concreting. The foundation F-15 (cast earlier) and 
F-16 foundation is the biggest foundation ever cast in 
Single-Pour in entire BSP & SAIL. Concrete pouring 
was started after the ceremonies were carried out on Jun 24.
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Former Managing Director of BSL (Nov 30, 2003 to Jan 31, 2006) 

Mr UP Singh gets candid with eSAILNews, and shares his opinions
and suggestions on the prevailing scenario of steel market,

and the ways in which we can weather the storm.

ron and Steel industry at present is struggling with a low demand and falling prices. In India, housing and rural sector will drive the Idemand. Indian producers, especially SAIL, must focus on these two sectors. The massive modernization program undertaken by 
SAIL should enable it to capture a larger share. The objectives of SAIL’s modernization, such as 100% production through BOF and 
continuous casting route, and reducing production of semis, are in the right direction. This, along with increase in capacity, will drive 
down costs. SAIL, however, should adopt integrated steel making cost model and compare it with the best in the world; and 
modernisation should address this issue. 

SAIL should inculcate a culture of innovation. The tie up with MIDHANI should help SAIL enrich its product basket. This will help to keep 
the revenues up even with low volumes in a falling market. The joint efforts of R&D wings of SAIL and MIDHANI towards adding new 
products should be given priority. Installing facilities to produce these products on a commercial basis should also be a part of the 
modernization programme. Marketing of these products will be an even greater challenge. We can take cues from private players such as 
Essar Steel, which has started production of wood-finish steel, hitherto being produced only by Arcelor Mittal and some Japanese and 
Korean companies. 

As for the modernization programme of SAIL, the company must aim for its timely completion since it affects profitability in case of cost 
and time overruns. Besides taking adequate care to appoint contractors with proven credibility, the following question should be 
incorporated as a qualifying criteria in technical part of the tender – ‘How many projects of similar value have been completed in time?’ 

Planning for Vision 2020 should begin from now so that SAIL does not lag behind in maintaining its Number One position in India. With its 
dynamic leadership, SAIL should be able to sail through the turbulent waters of present sluggish market.

SPECIAL�STORYSTEEL�WISDOM�

A�view�of�the�upcoming�CRM�III�at�Bokaro



Commissioning of VVVF Drives and 
new drag chain system are two 

jobs accomplished successfully by 
Continuous Casting Shop (Electrical) 
collective at Bhilai recently. The old 
conventional power and control system for 
the motor of the Ladle Turret rotation 
mechanisms of all the old Casters #1, 2, 3, 4 
& 5 were replaced by VVVF Drives. This has 
resulted not only in elimination of unplanned 
stoppages of casting machines due to 
breakdown, but also in zero failure of motors 
and gear boxes. In another job of vital 
casting crane-1, drag chain system has been 
introduced on experimental basis to carry 
power and control cables of the cross travel 
electrics. The existing system comprises 11 
Bus Bars, feeding power and controlling 
supply through individual current collectors, which were giving frequent problems like misalignment, failure of supporting insulators etc. 
Installation of conventional trailing cable system was also not possible. The motivated team members successfully commissioned the 
drag chain system in-house. Both the above-mentioned systems were inaugurated by ED (Works) Mr YK Degan on Jun 28.

The�team�which�installed�VVVF�drives�in�BSPʼs�SMS-II

o transport sinter produced from ISP’s newly built Sinter Plant to the Texisting Blast Furnace, the Wagon Repair Shop of ISP developed 
two wagons by modifying old and redundant box wagons, resulting in 
savings to the tune of Rs 46 lakh. The wagons were especially designed 
with triangular prism flooring to enable easy discharge of sinter. Each wagon 
was renovated at an approximate cost of Rs 25 lakh, which if procured from 
outside market, would have cost a lot more and taken more time. The 
wagons were put to service on Jun 4.

 tornado which hit Burnpur in March 2013, uprooting Athree cooling towers of Burnpur Hospital in its wake, 
was tackled with an equally strong and united response from 
employees of ISP. The damage caused to the cooling towers 
resulted in breakdown of six out of seven compressors in the 
Central Cooling System of Burnpur Hospital, thereby 
affecting cooling in ICU, ICCU and Operation Theatre of the 
hospital. The grim situation was brought under control by 
relentless efforts of ISP’s Capital Repairs Department 
which rebuilt the damaged towers within 40 days 
using only internal resources. In the meanwhile, 
arrangements were made to carry out hospital activities 
without interruption or inconvenience to patients. The ACVS 
and SMES departments also pitched in with their expertise 
to bring immediate relief to critical patients in the hospital. 

Installation�of�renovated�cooling�tower�in�progress

IN-HOUSE�INGENUITY
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The�innovative�employees�of�RSPʼs�HSM-Roughing�Mill�(Electrical)

Employees of HSM-Roughing Mill (Electrical) of RSP 
brought about a major process improvement by indigenously 

developing a communication system between Hydraulic 
PLC and Basic Automation System. The 2-high reversing mill, 
which is in operation since 1997, is fully automatic and has a different 
PLC apart from the Basic Automation Control System. The 
communication system between the two used to give frequent 
problems; and hardware like Fan-in and Fan-out units, Trans-
receiver, Communication Modules of S5 etc. are no more supported 
by the OEMs. These link failures not only led to loss of data but also 
resulted in delay and production stoppage. Solving this problem in an 
ingenuous way, the HSM (Elect.) crew identified the data bits sent by 
the Hydraulic PLC to Basic Automation System and to Roll change 
PLC. Newly mounted relays in the Hydraulic PLCs were used to 
address the faults in the communication systems. Software modifications were done in the Basic Automation System as well as in the 
Roll change PLC and Hydraulic PLC. Since May, the newly installed system has been working trouble free, having saved precious rolling 
hours and increasing mill availability and productivity.

 group of 5 senior technicians of DSP’s Sinter Plant S/Shri AK AChanda, R Saha, PK Mandal, SK Singh & S Mondal, has invented a 
new type of industrial switch which is extremely flexible in its 
application in complex and rugged industrial conditions. This new ‘electrical 
sliding switch’ will be available at a much lower cost and is expected to 
transform the application of industrial switches. Operating in a wider range 
compared to current available switches, this new switch will increase 
reliability and applicability in industrial setup substantially. On behalf of this 
group, DSP has applied for patent of this switch. The mentor of this group 
DGM (Sinter Plant) Mr KD Seehra praised the group and highlighted that after 
using the switch in several places, they have got excellent results in terms of 
reliability, ease of operations and improved performance. Group�which�invented�the�electrical�sliding�

switch�on�Jun�17

IN-HOUSE�INGENUITY

BSL's�Blast-Furnace�team,�which�repaired�the�damaged�hydraulic�mudgun�of�Cast�House�of�BF#2�successfully�in�
record�time�using�internal�resources.
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Dir�(Tech)�with�addl�charge�of�D(C)�Mr�SS�Mohanty�releasing�the�conference�souvenir

International Conference ARCS-13 at RDCIS
n International Conference on AAdvances in Refractories and 

Clean Steel Making (ARCS-13) was 
organized at RDCIS, SAIL, Ranchi on 
Jun 26-28. This conference was co-
organized by CET, SAIL and MECON, 
under the aegis of the lndian 
Ceramics Society, Subarnarekha 
Chapter, Ranchi and the lndian 
Institute of Metals, Ranchi Chapter. 
The theme of the conference was 
"Challenges & Opportunities in 
Refractories and Clean Steel 
Making". Around 300 delegates from 
India and 35 delegates from Japan, 
China, Germany, Brazil, Norway, 
South Africa, Australia, Austria, 
Egypt, Italy, Netherlands and UK 
participated in this conference. A 
total of 82 technical papers were 
presented in both oral and poster 
sessions during the three-day event.

The conference was inaugurated on 
Jun 26 by SAIL Dir (Tech) with addl 
charge of D(C) Mr SS Mohanty in the 
presence of Prof Shin Ya Kitamura 

from Tohoku University, Japan, CEO BSP Mr 
S Chandrasekaran, CEO BSL Mr A Maitra, ED 
Incharge RDCIS Mr S Varadarajan and GM 
(Steel) RDCIS Mr YK Khanna. 
In his inaugural speech, Mr Mohanty stressed 

upon the importance of refractory and the 
need to produce it with better properties and 
at lower cost. Prof Kitamura of Japan spoke 
on Dephospherization of Hot Metal during his 
theme lecture. 

he individual supply lines of CO gas to each of T3 kilns at New Lime Calcination Plant 
(NLCP) at DSP were water-sealed by the 
employees of BOF Mechanical deptt in May. Earlier the 
CO gas was fed to all the kilns through a common header 
and there was no provision for isolation of CO gas supply 
to all the kilns. So during shutdown or maintenance, all 3 
kilns used to be non-operational affecting the process 
flow. The team of BOF (Mechanical) took up the 
challenge and made innovative arrangements for water-
sealing of individual supply line to each kiln. The water 
seals have been fabricated onsite & are fool-proof from 
safety point of view. After the sealing, all the 3 kilns will 
not be non-operational during shutdown now.

The�BOF�(Mechanical)�team

IN-HOUSE�INGENUITY

PEOPLE�POWER
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PEOPLE�POWER

n DSP, a new initiative has been taken by HR deptt, where Ithe focus is on enhancing the emotional intelligence of 
employees and changing their mindsets. The first phase was 
kicked off with a 3-day workshop for GMs in which they were 
apprised of various tools and techniques like Chikung 
breathing techniques, autogenic relaxation techniques etc. 
for striking a balance between mind and body and fostering 
emotional intelligence by an acclaimed trainer Dr. Abraham P 
Ruby. Speaking on the occasion CEO DSP Mr PK Singh said 
that it is important for all to re-examine their existing beliefs, 
broaden their horizon and continuously hone and apply 
emotional intelligence at workplace. 

Roopantaran

SL's Township Services Deptt. has launched a new scheme for  addressing civil maintenance-related issues of Bemployees’ residences, via  telephone. On Jun 19, this new system was inaugurated and now residents can lodge complaints by 
their cell phone or landline phone, which would be recorded at the Civil Maintenance Deptt. 

CEO�DSP�Mr�PK�Singh�speaking�at�the�valedictory
session�of���������������������������workshopRoopantaran

 handbook on all aspects of Quality Circles, namely, methods of identification of work related problem, problem Aanalysis and problem solving by small, innovative and voluntary group of employees, was launched by ED (Works) ISP Mr IC 
Sahu on Jun 26. Appropriately titled ‘Small group making big difference’, the booklet has been compiled by the Business Excellence 
department to promote QC movement in ISP.

HEALTH,�SAFETY�AND�ENVIRONMENT�

A Sukanya Vatika was inaugurated by CEO 
DSP Mr PK Singh in DSP’s main hospital 

premises on Jun 1. Under this unique initiative, 
parents will plant a sapling after the birth of a girl 
child to celebrate the occasion. Mr Singh expressed 
concern over the imbalance in ratio of girls to boys in 
society. He underlined the importance of these 
efforts to raise awareness about the problem. GM 
I/C (P&A) DSP, Ms Kamakshi Raman said, “The 
garden testifies that we care for earth and we care 
for women. It reaffirms our commitment to 
promote women empowerment”. 

�inaugurated�by�CEO�DSO�Mr�PK�Singh�
&�Ms�Singh�at�DSP�Main�Hospital

Sukanya�Vatika
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SPECIAL�STORYAWARDS�&�ACCOLADES

SAIL receives award for ‘Lasting Impact on Indian Economy’
AIL Chairman Mr CS Verma received the Jury award for ‘Lasting Simpact on Indian Economy’ at Governance Now PSU Awards-

2013. Union Minister for Heavy Industries Mr Praful Patel presented 
the award in a ceremony held in Delhi on Jul 24. Since its inception, 
SAIL has been instrumental in laying a sound infrastructure for the 
industrial development of the country. Besides, it has contributed 
immensely to the development of technical and managerial expertise. 
It has triggered the secondary and tertiary waves of economic growth 
by continuously providing the inputs for the steel industry.

Chairman�receiving�the�award�from�Union�Minister

‘CMD of the Year Award’ for Chairman, SAIL

SAIL�Chairman�Mr�CS�Verma�receiving�the�CMD�of�the�year�award

hairman SAIL Mr CS Verma was conferred with ‘Star PSU CMD Cof the year award’ for outstanding performance, by an eminent 
jury headed by Advisor to the Hon’ble Prime Minister, Mr TKA Nair. 
Chief Minister, Haryana, Mr Bhupinder Singh Hooda, presented the 
award in august presence of Governor of Chhattisgarh Shri Shekhar 
Dutt, and Governor, Arunachal Pradesh Lt. General Nirbhay Sharma. 
Mr. Verma  received the award under the Maharatna category in BT-
Star PSU Excellence awards-2013, ceremony for which was held at 
New Delhi on Jun 19. On receiving the award, Chairman stated that 
excellence in any field is a result of untiring efforts of the whole 
collective. Therefore the award belongs not to one but to all in the 
organisation. SAIL’s one lakh plus employees have proved their 
potential again and again whether it be Shram Awards, Vishwakarma 
awards or PM trophy for best steel plant.

SP has won the Ispat Suraksha Puraskar-2010 for no fatal accident in two areas, namely, Coal, Coke & Chemicals zone and the Blast RFurnace, Slag Granulation Plant, Sinter Plants & Raw Materials department zone. DGM (Safety, Envt Engg & Fire Services) Mr SC 
Patnaik received the award in a function organised by Joint Committee on Safety, Health and Environment of the Steel Industry. On Jun 26, 
CEO RSP Mr GS Prasad felicitated the Safety Engineering, BF and CO teams for this feat.

CEO�RSP�Mr�GS�Prasad�felicitating�the�Blast�Furnace�team�

RSP bags Ispat Suraksha  Puraskar
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Ispat�Surakshya�Award-2010�to�Coal�and�coke�collective�of�RSP



r Sushant Kumar Dalai, SOST, SMS-II of RSP has brought Mlaurels to the organisation by bagging first prize in the 25th National 
Work Skills competition organised by CII. After acing local and regional 
rounds held in Rourkela and Kolkata respectively, Mr Dalai took part in the 
finals held at Bangalore in which he stood first in the ‘Industrial 
Electronics’ trade. Mr Dalai received the award on Jun 22, and was 
felicitated by CEO RSP Mr GS Prasad on Jun 26.

n an inspiring hat-trick, quiz champions from RSP clinched Udaan, a country-Ilevel business quiz with a cash prize of Rs 50,000, after defeating the runner-up 
team from TCS. AGM (Water Management) Mr Debajit Rabha and 
Manager (MM-Projects) Mr Ravi Banjare from RSP participated in the quiz, 
which brought together 52 teams from across the nation on Jun 23.

�Mr�Dalai�receiving�the�award�from��President�CII
Mr�S�Gopalakrishnan�at�Taj�Hotel,�Bangalore�

PRIDE�IS�OURS

Former student and current teacher in ‘Home & Hope’, a school for disabled children patronised by RSP, 
Firoz Alam was conferred with the Red Cross Samman-2013 by the Chief Minister of 

Odisha Mr Naveen Patnaik during the Utkal Divas celebrations held on Apr 1. Son of Late Abdul Gani, an 
RSP employee, Firoz excels in art, craft and games.

This award comes as yet another feather in the cap of the multi-talented Firoz, who has been 
felicitated on several occasions, such as:
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• International Day of Persons with Disabilities-2010 on Dec 3, 2010, by the Chief Minister of Odisha

•  First prize in the floral arrangement section of the regional Abilympics -Eastern Zone held at 
Kolkata in 2009

• Khyamata 2007 award from the Govt. of Odisha

• Team member in bronze-medal winning Hand Ball Team at the 2007 Special Olympics held at 
Shanghai, China 

• Team member in ‘Special Olympic Bharat, National Games-2005’ at JRD Tata Sports Complex, 
Jharkhand

For his achievements and spirit, Firoz was recently felicitated by CEO RSP Mr GS Prasad. 

gnish, a Class XI student of DAV Model School, Durgapur and son of Sr Manager (Skelp Mill AE/M, DSP) Mr AK Behera & Ms Gayatri Behera has secured first rank in the National Level 
Science Talent Search Examination (NSTSE) conducted by the Certified Council of India. 
Earlier, Agnish was awarded in the National Talent Search Examination (NTSE) and was in top 

1% (state-wise) in the National Standard Examination in Biology conducted by the reputed Indian 
Association for Physics Teachers (IAPT). He wants to pursue research in cell biology. 
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RANDOM�THOUGHTS

. In this article, she introduces us to Ashalata, the institution of hope. She tells us how Ms Rakhi DeMs Rakhi De
We make a living by what we get but we make a life by what we give, quotes

. In this article, she introduces us to Ashalata, the institution of hope. She tells us how Ms Rakhi De
there exists a hero in each child with disability, and how we can create a beautiful world with empathy 
and help.  

Ashalata – where Hope resides

Tucked away in the green environs of the steel city of Bokaro, far 
from the madding crowd, is an institution with a difference. 
Ashalata Viklang Vikas Kendra, the school of hope, for the 
differently abled children of Bokaro was the brain child of Ms 
Hema Ramakrishnan, the erstwhile President of Mahila Samiti, 
and a few other officers of the plant. Thus began the saga of 
Ashalata and its endeavour to help these children lead a normal 
life and face all its challenges head-on.

From a humble beginning made in the early 90's, the school has 
come a long way. Bokaro Steel Parivar took it upon themselves to 
give this school a shape so that the physically & mentally 
challenged children could learn skills in a conducive environment 
and be mainstreamed into the society. The road travelled was an 
arduous one, but thanks to the Bokaro Steel Plant management 
and Mahila Samiti Bokaro, the institution and its children got all the 
support they needed. The Helen Keller auditorium in Ashalata’s 
campus, where all functions are held, is a gift from the Bokaro 
Parivar to the school. Employees and their family members visit 
Ashalata from time to time and render every type of assistance.

Seeing the good work being done, contributions pour in from all 
quarters. Out of 194 children studying in the school, 80 have been 
adopted and all their needs are being taken care of by their foster 
parents. Till date, 86 children have completed their matriculation, 
32 intermediate, 18 have an Arts degree, 1 has a Masters degree, 
2 have completed their Bachelors in Education and 4 have Diploma 
in Engineering. There has been no dearth of talent in the IT field, 
23 of them can boast of a degree in Computer Applications and 2 
of them have passed the trade test. 4 talented students have 
created a niche for themselves in the world of music by clearing 
the Bachelors in Music & 4 of them have displayed extraordinary 
passion for the performing arts and have cleared their Masters in 
Music. They are making a name for themselves in different parts 
of the country by the attitude they have brought to life.

14 trained teachers of Ashalata, coming from different parts of 
the country, provide each parent the assurance that their wards 
are under good care. They ensure that each child picks up the 
nuances of every lesson in the classroom & outside. The teachers 
also inculcate lessons of personal hygiene, eating habit, sense of 

well being, discipline, dressing, work ethics and the confidence of 
looking beyond classrooms. The children are imparted 
unconventional education by exposing them to vocational training, 
physiotherapy, cultural programs, competitions, sports activities, 
field trips and picnics. 

The classrooms at Ashalata are a treasure house of activities 
where children communicate with a passion worth emulating. 
Their innocent smiles and sign language display their 
determination to excel in whatever they do. The campus 
reverberates with laughter and exuberance. One comes across 
children with different disabilities reaching out to each other in 
endearing ways. Child prodigies, like young Mahindra with an 
American accent and love for English, girls with God-gifted voice 
who do not have outer eyes but can feel more keenly than most of 
us, little artists painting breathtaking designs on the canvas, boys 
with unimaginable computing skills and typing speed that would 
leave one dumbfounded, children cracking exams with flying 
colours and making it to top PSUs and other organizations, young 
athletes winning accolades and glories at All India level Sports 
Meet... leave one speechless. The one thing that runs common in 
all of them is their unfailing determination to succeed.

Ashalata gets visitors from different parts of the country and 
abroad who come to study and observe its success mantra. The 
enthusiasm and spontaneity with which they are welcomed is 
overwhelming. During lunch break, the children rush to meet and 
welcome the visitors into their folds with handshakes, bows of 
Namastes and sign languages which make one fervently wish that 
one had come better prepared to communicate with them. Each 
day is a challenge in Ashalata, but the Ashalata collective find 
ways and means to work together in complete harmony and 
reach and teach each child individually.

The children of this unique institution are making their school, city 
and the Bokaro Parivar proud by leaving behind footprints of their 
achievements on the sands of time.

(Author is Jr Mgr, Public Relations,
Bokaro Steel Plant)
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1. Steel Minister Sh Beni Prasad Verma unveiling the plaque at the foundation ceremony of SAIL SPU at Chunar, Mirzapur on Jul 13 2. 
Steel Minister Sh Beni Prasad Verma distributing SAIL Rural Dealership certificate at the SPU foundation laying ceremony at Risia, 
Bahraich on Jun 24 3. Steel Minister Sh Beni Prasad Verma being felicitated by Dir (Pers) Mr HS Pati and Dir (Tech) with addl charge of 
D(C) Mr SS Mohanty at Paraspur, Gonda, at the foundation stone laying ceremony for a SAIL Steel Processing Unit (SPU) on Jun 16 4. 
CVO Mr Naveen Prakash presiding a Workshop on Technology & Vigilance at RDCIS on Jun 11 5. Director (Pers) Mr HS Pati with 
the representatives of SAIL SC/ST Employees’ Federation at CPTI, Rourkela on Jun 18.
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"Pain is inevitable. Suffering is optional."
- Haruki Murakami
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6. Dir (Pers) Mr HS Pati felicitating the runner-up team of Director (Pers) Cup Ranneeti, the business simulation competition in which 
DSP’s Asst Mgrs Md Javed Iqbal (Telecom), Ms Shilpa Tiwari (Design), Mr S Kumar (Telecom) and Mr S Quamer (Town Services) stood 
second. 7. Director (Pers) Mr HS Pati visited RSP on Jun 18; seen here visiting SMS-II 8. The revamped BOF gasholder (inset) being 
inaugurated by CEO DSP Mr PK Singh on May 14 9. CEO DSP Mr PK Singh inaugurating 2-day safety exhibition at CEM Shop, DSP on May 
17 10.CEO RSP Mr GS Prasad felicitating the Environment Management Team on Jun 26 for winning the Srishti Good Green Governance 
Award for the 4th consecutive year 11. ED Incharge, RDCIS, Mr S Varadarajan, and Mr KK Chattopadhyay of Jadavpur University 
exchange MOU documents for collaboration on Nanotechnology for Refractories on Jun 12.
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"The best way out is always through." 
- Robert Frost
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12. SSP collective taking pledge on the World Environment Day 
celebrated in the plant on Jun 5 13. World Environment Day 
celebration at BSL on Jun 5 14. ED SSP Mr A Bandopadhyay 
addressing a communication exercise held in the plant; (right) SSP 
Collective taking pledge reaffirming their commitment for 
continual growth of the plant 15. ED (Works) RSP Mr SN Roy at 
SMS-II Lab, inaugurating a new X-Ray Fluorescence 
Spectrometer, on May 29, an analytical instrument to determine 
the elemental composition of various materials.
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Attention Readers!
ou might have observed a new section introduced by us in Ythis issue – Steel Wisdom. Here, we will bring to you pearls 

of wisdom from veterans of the steel industry on select issues; 
since we believe that they have just the right experience to 
suggest changes and improvements, and help us grow as an 
organization.

If the prospective writers for this section are reading this, they 
may please send us their views along with their photo to 
sailnews1@gmail.com. 

For other readers, we will soon introduce a section on creative 
write-ups (poems/short stories/painting/insights) and letters to 
editor, to which SAIL employees and their family members can 
contribute. You may also mail the same to the aforementioned 
email id. The right to select and publish such write-ups is 
reserved by the Editor. Surprise gifts await outstanding 
contributions.   



dªfaQ¦fe ÀfZ ªfbOÞXf ÀfZ»f
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AfýVfÊ BÀ´ff°f ¦fif¸f »fûýÀfSXf

d·f»ffBÊ ¸fmÔ ÀfOÞXIY IZY dIY³ffSXm WXdSX¹ff»fe
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»fûýÀfSXf ¸fmÔ À±ffd´f°f EIY ªf»f Àfbd½f²ff 

AfBÊMXeAfBÊ ´fidVfÃf¯f IZY d»fE ¨f¹fd³f°f d¶fSXWXûSX ¶f¨¨fûÔ IZY Àff±f ßfe A³fb°fû¿f ¸f`Âff



dªfaQ¦fe ÀfZ ªfbOÞXf ÀfZ»f

d½fd½f²ff
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ªfe½f³f ª¹fûd°f ¹fûªf³ff IZY ½¹ff½fWXfdSXIY ´fidVfÃf¯f IYf EIY QÈV¹f

½ff¹fSX SXfgOX d¸f»f ¸fmÔ ½fdSXâ °fIY³fedVf¹f³f ßfe ÀfÔ°fû¿f IYf Àf¸¸ff³f Àf¸ffSXûWX



d½fd½f²ff
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´fbSXÀIYfSX d½fªfZªffAûÔ IYf Àf¸¸ff³f



d½fd½f²ff
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IYû¸f»f A¦fi½ff»f
 

£û»f-d£f»ffOÞXe

Àfbd¸f°ff EdVf¹f³f °feSXÔýfªfe ´fid°f¹fûd¦f°ff ¸fZÔ

 Àfbd¸f°ff

 IYdSXV¸ff A¦fi½ff»f    



£û»f-d£f»ffOÞXe
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ªfcd³f¹fSX SXf¿MÑXe¹f WXfgIYe ¨f`d¸´f¹f³fdVf´f ¸fmÔ C´fd½fªfm°ff
AûdOXVff MXe¸f ¸fmÔ Vffd¸f»f Àfm»f WXfgIYe AIYfý¸fe IZY  dJ»ffOÞXe

 

Aû»fd¸´fIY dý½fÀf ýüOÞX IYf EIY QÈV¹f



£û»f-d£f»ffOÞXe
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IY»ff-ÀfÔÀIYÈd°f 

Af¹fb¿ff



IY»ff-ÀfÔÀIYÈd°f 

ÀfZ»f Q´fÊ¯f

Af¹fb¿ff 

¸f³fûWXSX »ff»f ªfÔ§fm»f (¶fe¨f ¸fmÔ)
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ÀfZ»f Q´fÊ¯f
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"¸f`Ô IY·fe ³fWXeÔ ýmJ°ff dIY ¢¹ff dIY¹ff ªff ¨fbIYf WX` 
¸f`Ô WX¸fmVff ýmJ°ff WXch dIY ¢¹ff dIY¹ff  ªff³ff ¶ffIYe WX`"

- ¦fü°f¸f ¶fbð  
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As we sow –
Capturing a resplendent carpet

of paddy transplantation is
Mr Anjan Mukherjee, Sr 

Technician, BOF (Mech), DSP.

Fleeting footprint –
Mr CM Mahapatra, 

AV section, BSP captures
the ephemeral impression

of footprint on 
wet sand before

time washes it away.

Two for luck! –
Dr Asis Kumar Chatterjee,

Sr Dy Director (MHS),
DSP focuses on two birds,

unbeknownst to 
the camera, with green as

the background blur.


